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Abstract 
A complete class of generators for Straubing’s dot-depth k monoids has been characterized 
as a class of quotients of the form ,4*/-ti where A* denotes the free monoid over a finite 
alphabet A, % denotes a k-tuple of positive integers, and ~,a denotes a congruence related to 
an Ehrenfeucht-Frakse game. In this paper, we first reduce the complete class of generators 
for dot-depth k to a complete class whose members are of dot-depth exactly k. We then study 
UN the inclusion relations between the resulting congruences -m. Several applications of these 
relations are discussed. For instance, a conjecture of Pin (which was shown by the author to be 
false in general) is shown to be true in an important special case. 
1. Introduction 
This paper is concerned with the decidability problem of the dot-depth hierarchy 
of star-free languages, an open problem in the theory of formal languages and finite 
semigroups with connections to symbolic logic and computational complexity. General 
references on the star-free languages are Eilenberg [l3], McNaughton and Papert [19], 
and Pin [21]. 
1.1. Algebraic preliminaries 
In this subsection, we give definitions, relative to monoids and languages, that are 
used in the sequel. We refer the reader to Pin [21] for all the relevant background 
material in formal languages and monoids. 
Let A be a linite set called an alphabet, whose elements are called letters. The 
symbol (Al denotes the number of letters of A. We denote by A+ (respectively A* ) 
the free semigroup (respectively monoid) over A. The semigroup A+ is constructed in 
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the following fashion: the elements of A+ are the finite and nonempty sequences of 
letters of A, called words. In the case of the free monoid, we must add the empty word 
(denoted 1) which corresponds to the empty sequence. 
A word u is a prejix (respectively su$ix) of w if there is a word v such that uv=w 
(respectively vu= w). A word u is a factor of a word v if there are words x and y 
such that v=xuy. A word al . ..a. (where al ,..., a, are letters) is a subword of v if 
there are words vg,..., v,, E A* such that v=vOalvlaz . . . a,,v,,. If u is a word, we denote 
by UC( the set of letters that occur in U. 
A congruence on A* is an equivalence relation N on A* such that for every u, v,x, y E 
A*, u N v implies xuy - xvy. The quotient set A*/ N can naturally be viewed as a 
monoid. 
Let L be a subset of A*, or a language (over A), and N an equivalence on A*. 
We say that L is a --language if L is a union of classes modulo -. The syntactic 
congruence of L is the congruence NL on A* defined by u NL v if and only if for 
every x, y E A*, xuy E L if and only if xvy E L. For any congruence - on A*, L is a 
--language if and only if - C -L. 
Let cp : A* ---f M be a morphism of monoids. We denote wP the congruence on A* 
defined by u wV v if and only if ucp =vcp. If cp is surjective, there is an isomorphism 
between A*/ w’P and M. Hence every monoid is a quotient (that is, morphic image) of 
a free monoid. Let /3 and y be two congruences defined on A* such that /? C y. Then 
A*ly is a quotient of A*//l. 
The syntactic monoid of L is the quotient monoid M(L) = A*/ NL. Let A be an 
alphabet, cp : A* + M a morphism of monoids and L 2 A* a language. We say that A4 
recognizes L if there is a subset S of A4 such that L = Sq-‘, A language is said to 
be recognizable if it is recognized by a finite monoid. Kleene’s theorem asserts that 
a language L over an alphabet A is regular if and only if L is recognized by a finite 
monoid. A monoid M recognizes L if and only if M(L) divides M (or M(L) is a 
quotient of a submonoid of M). 
All the semigroups and monoids considered in this paper are finite (except for free 
semigroups and free monoids). A variety of (finite) monoids is a class of monoids 
closed under taking submonoids, quotients and finite direct products. The intersection 
of a class of monoid varieties is a monoid variety. In particular, if @ is a set of 
monoids (finite), the intersection of all the monoid varieties containing %? is a monoid 
variety, called the monoid variety generated by %Z, and denoted by (V). The monoid 
variety (%‘) can also be defined in the following fashion: M E (69) if and only if there 
is a finite sequence MI,. . , M,, of monoids of V such that M divides MI x . . . x M,,. 
A class of recognizable languages -1y- is a *-variety of languages if 
l for every alphabet A, A’TT is a boolean algebra; 
l if cp : A* ---f B* is a morphism of free monoids, then L E B*YT implies Lq-’ E A’w; 
l if L E A*w and if a E A, then a-‘L={u E A* 1 au E L} and La-‘={u E A* [ ua E 
L} are in A*?Y”. 
There is a bijection between the varieties of monoids and the *-varieties of languages. 
To the *-variety of languages W^ corresponds the monoid variety W generated by the 
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monoids of the form M(L), where L E A*%- for some alphabet A. To the monoid 
variety W corresponds the *-variety of languages % where for an alphabet .A, .4* Yl 
is the set of (recognizable) languages over A whose syntactic monoids are in W. 
1.2. The dot-depth hierarchJ3 
We now review some definitions and results about the dot-depth hierarchy. 
Let A be a finite alphabet. The regular languages over A are those subsets of .A’, 
the free monoid over A, that can be obtained from the singleton set { 1 }, where I 
denotes the empty word, and the singleton sets {a}, for every a E A, by the boolean 
operations, the concatenation product, and the star. The star-free languages over A are 
those subsets of A* that can be obtained from { 1 }, and {u}, for every a E A, by 
the boolean operations and the concatenation product only. Schiitzenberger [23] proved 
that a language L is star-free if and only if its syntactic monoid M(L) is finite and 
aperiodic, that is M(L) satisfies an equation of the form x”=.?+’ for some n > 0. 
Straubing [25] proposed the definition of a hierarchy similar to the dot-depth hierar- 
chy (introduced by Cohen and Brzozowski [ 121). It is Straubing’s hierarchy that we are 
going to use. If A is a finite alphabet, let A* f ‘o={O,A* }, where 0 denotes the empty 
set, and for every k > 0, let A* Y ‘ii+, be the boolean algebra generated by languages of 
the form LauiLtu2...unLn where n>O, ai . . . . . a, EA, and& . . . . . L, EA’:!‘~. 
The union Y ‘k = U, A* I ‘k is a *-variety of languages and we denote by I’h the 
variety of finite monoids associated with it. We have that L E ‘I ‘k if and only if 
M(L) E I;. for every li 30. The union of all the varieties Vk is the variety of finite 
and aperiodic monoids denoted by A. The hierarchy I’a, I’, , . is strict, that is I’k is 
strictly contained in vk+l for every k 30 [lo]. We say that a finite aperiodic monoid 
M has dot-depth k if M E vk \ v&l. 
The problem of effectively determining the dot-depth of a given finite aperiodic 
monoid remains open. Only the decidability of VI is known in general. Simon [24] 
proved the decidability of the first level of Straubing’s hierarchy (Knast [ 15, 161 proved 
the result for the dot-depth hierarchy). There are some partial decidability results for 
V, due to Straubing [26] and Weil [30] based on a categorical approach developed by 
Tilson [29]. 
Biichi [ 1 l] and Elgot [ 141 showed that the regular languages are exactly those lan- 
guages that can be described by monadic second-order sentences. Then Ladner [17] and 
McNaughton [18] showed that the star-free languages are exactly those languages that 
can be described when the sentences are restricted to first-order. Thomas [27] showed 
that the dot-depth hierarchy corresponds exactly to a classical hierarchy of first-order 
sentences based on the alternation of existential and universal quantifiers. 
The boolean algebra A* Y,‘k can be divided into a subhierarchy: for every M 3 1. let 
A* Y ‘k,m be the boolean algebra generated by languages of the form L+~lLla2 . . u,L,, 
where 0 < n < nz. al,. . . , a,EA,andLo,...,L,E,4*Y’p_,.Thebooleanalgebra,4*~‘a 
is the union of the boolean algebras A* “I ‘k,,,. We will denote by vk,, the variety of 
finite monoids corresponding to the *-variety of languages I ‘x.,,,. 
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1.3. Ehrenfeucht-Frafss.6 games 
Ehrenfeucht-Frai’sst games were used by Thomas [28] to give a new proof of the 
strictness of the dot-depth hierarchy (they were used in [l-4,6-9] and are also used 
in this paper). We describe them in the present subsection. 
One regards a word u E A* of length 1~1 as a word model 
u=({l,..., lul>, <“,(Q:)aEAL 
where the universe { 1,. . . , 1~1) represents the set of positions of letters in U, <’ denotes 
the <-relation in U, and Q; are unary relations over { 1,. . . , IuI} containing the positions 
with letter a, for every a E A. 
The Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse game Y,(u, V) corresponding to the k-tuple fi = (m 1,. . . , mk) 
of positive integers and to the words u and v is played by two players, I and II, 
according to the following rules. 
Each play of the game begins with player I. Each player makes k moves in the course 
of the play. These moves are begun by player I, and both players move alternately. The 
ith move consists of choosing rni positions from u or v. If player I chooses positions 
in u in his ith move, then player II must choose positions in v in his ith move. If 
player I chooses positions in v in his ith move, then player II must choose positions 
in U. After the kth move of player II the play is completed. Altogether some positions 
~1,. , p,, in u and 41,. . . , qn in v have been chosen where n = ml + . . + mk. Player 
II has won the play if and only if 
l pi <* pj if and only if qi <“qj for l<i,jdn; 
l Qfpi if and only if Q:qi, a E A for 1 < i<n. 
We say that player II has a winning strategy in Yfi(u, v) and write UN+,U if it is 
possible for him to win each play. For example, u -(I )v if and only if ua=vcr, u w(~)v 
if and only if for every word w of length m or less, w is a subword of u if and only 
if it is a subword of v. 
The relation -m naturally defines a congruence on A*. The importance of -G lies 
in the fact that vk can be characterized in terms of the quotients A*/ -Cm,,...,mk). It 
is proved in [l] that these quotients are finite. Thomas [27,28], and Perrin and Pin 
[20] infer that for k 2 1, m > 1, hf E vk (respectively M E Vk,.m) if and only if M is a 
morphic image of a quotient of the form A*/--,,,...,,,, (respectively A*/--(,,,,,...,,,_,)). 
Hence, the quotients A*/-* form a complete class of monoids that generate A in the 
sense that every finite aperiodic monoid is a morphic image of a quotient of the form 
A*/“*. 
1.4. Inclusion relations between the congruences ~ti and applications 
The purpose of this paper is to study the inclusion relations between the congru- 
ences -6. Section 2 deals with some basic properties of these congruences that appear 
in earlier papers and that are used in our new results. Section 3 reduces the class of 
the quotients A* / y,,,,,..,,,,~) to another complete class of generators for vk (whose 
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dot-depth will be shown in Section 6 to be exactly k) (Theorem 3.1). All the members 
in the reduced complete class of generators for Vk+r are of the form A* / N(~,.....~~,I, 
with some restrictions on (ml,. . . . mk) according to the number of letters of A. Sec- 
tion 5 gives nil the inclusion relations between the resulting class of the congru- 
ences -+, (Relations 5.1 to 5.6). Their proofs depend on several lemmas that are 
the subject of Section 4 (Lemmas 4.1-4.21). Most of the proofs of the lemmas 
of Section 4 use three patterns (Patterns 4.1-4.3) for building words that are 
shown to be -(,,,.,.,,)-equivalent but not -Cr2,,....nL, j-equivalent. Section 6 deals with 
several applications of the lemmas of Section 4 and the inclusion relations of 
Section 5. 
Section 6.1 deals with some results concerning tree hierarchies of monoids (Appli- 
cations 6.1 and 6.2). The hierarchies of the congruences -e 
correspond to special cases of the tree hierarchies introduced by Pin [22] (the congru- 
ences -e correspond to finite trees in which the arity of each level is fixed). 
Let A be a finite alphabet. The set (0,A”) is associated to the tree reduced to a 
point. Then to the tree 
t= 
is associated the boolean algebra A**‘, generated by languages of the form LiOuiLI,u2 
. ..arL., where O<io < ..’ < i,dn, al ,..., a,. E A, and I,i “,..., Lir E A* P‘t, The union 
f‘,=U,qA*Y’t IS a *-variety of languages. Pin [22] showed that if t is extracted from 
t’, then d ‘t C ? ‘f/ and he conjectured that if t, t’ are trees in which each node is of 
arity different from 1, we have that + ‘f C ^I ‘If if and only if t is extracted from t’. In 
[9], Pin’s conjecture was shown to be false in general. Here Pin’s conjecture is shown 
to be true when we restrict our attention to the trees corresponding to the reduced 
complete class of the congruences -g. 
Section 6.2 gives some decidability results (Applications 6.3 and 6.4). It turns out 
that the dot-depth of the quotient A*/ -~m,,...,mk,~~ (a member in the reduced complete 
class of generators for Vk+i) is exactly k + 1. Now, let A*/--, be of dot-depth k. 
We say that A*/-+, has k-dot-depth rn if A*/-, E Vk., \ Vk.+1. We compute the 
k-dot-depth of all the quotients in the complete reduced class of generators for Vh. 
Section 6.3 contains some results on equations (Application 6.5). Abstract arguments 
show that every monoid variety can be ultimately defined by a sequence of equations. 
We give equations satisfied in the monoid varieties vk and Vk.m. 
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Throughout Section 6 we assume the following results (see [l] for proofs): 
l For k 2 1, m > 1, M E Vk (respectively M E Vk,m) if and only if A4 is a morphic 
image of a quotient of the form A*/--(,,,,,,,,,) (respectively A* / N(~,~,,....~~_,)). 
l The reduced congruences -,s are fully invariant. 
The first of these is necessary if the inclusion relations among the congruences 
~r~,,,..,~~, 1) are immediately transferred to inclusion relations among the appropriate 
varieties (Sections 6.1 and 6.2). The second is necessary if equations are obtained 
from relations (Section 6.3, Application 6.5). 
2. Some basic lemmas 
The following lemmas are basic properties of the congruences -,s that will be used. 
In what follows, u(p, q) denotes the factor of the word u between positions p and 
q; u[p, q) the factor of u between p and q and including p; u(p, q] the factor be- 
tween p and q and including q; u[p,q] the factor between p and q and including p 
and q. 
Lemma 2.1 (Blanchet-Sadri [l]). We have u~(~,~) v if and dy if 
.forevery PI ,..., pm E u(p~d...dp,), thereareql ,..., q,,, E v (q,<...<qm) 
such that 
(1) Q,“pi ifandonly ifQ:qi, aEAfor l<i<m; 
(2) u[l, Pl hi Gl,q1); 
(3) 4Pi,P1+I)~ni 4qi,qi+l) for 1 Gibm - 1; 
(4) 4Pm Ml-Fl v(qm, lull; 
@for every ql,...,q, E u (ql< ... Gq,,,), there are pl,...,p,,, E u (p,< . . . <pm) 
such that (l)-(4) hold. 
Lemma 2.2 (Thomas [28]). Zf U-E v and u’-, v’, then uu’-, vu’. 
Let fi = (ml,. . . , mk) and ~V”%=(mi + l)...(mk + 1) - 1. The function JV plays 
an important role throughout and a few comments are made to give the reader some 
intuition for the significance of its values. Put N = tiV(mi,. . ,mk). If x is of length 
1, then xN wcrn ,,.,., mi) x”‘+’ and xNpl #cm ,,.._, Mk) xN as is easily seen by considering the 
play of the game ~(m,,...,mk)(xN-’ ,xN) where Player I in his 1st move chooses mi x’s 
in p separated by M(mz,. . , mk) x’s starting with the Jf(rn,, . . . , mk ) + lth x. Then 
in his 2nd move, I chooses a gap in x”’ corresponding to a gap in xNW1 with a number 
of x’s < _4f(m,, . . , mk) and so on. Moreover, +J% c ~(.t-,s) and -me ~(~$-,s+i). 
Lemma 2.3 (Thomas [28]). Zf N, N’>,VGi, then uNwriz uN’. 
Lemma 2.4 (Blanchet-Sadri [l]). If -cm ,,,.,, mkj _ Cm Cnl ,__., np, ), then k‘(ml,. . . , mk) 3 
u,tr(n,, . . . . t’tkf). 
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Lemma 2.5 (Blanchet-Sadri [l]). Zf k >,k’ uttd there ure O=jO <jr < < ,jk,_, < j,, 
=k such that ni <. l”(mj,_,+l, . ., mj,) fbr I <i < k’. throb “cm ,,,,,, m,) c Ntn ,..,_ ,21, 1. 
The following are immediate consequences of Lemma 2.5. 
l If 11, d nz, for 1 d i d k, then yrn ,..... mi ) C yn,,. ..ni. ). 
l If II/ <mi+/ for 1 < / <k, then N (ml .. . . . m,.m,-I .. . . . rn,,i) CY - (n,.....ni ). 
0 If “(rn,,....rn~ 1 - C w ,...., fli, 1, then -M,, ,..... nlk ) C ~~~~~~ ,..... IlAi 1. 
l If Y~.I) C -(M), then NW, ..... mi.m.~) C -cm ,..... mk.n.n’). 
3. A reduced complete class of generators for dot-depth k 
In this section, we reduce the class of generators A*,‘-(,I,,...,nlbj for vk to a class of 
generators whose dot-depth will be shown (in Section 6.2) to be exaclty k. 
We first define the (m) and the (m, I ) positions in a word u that will lead to two 
inclusion relations useful for our purposes (Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4). These positions were 
defined in some of our earlier papers (like [4]) but they are needed to understand the 
proofs of our new results. So we repeat their definitions as well as some basic results 
related to them for the sake of completeness. 
Let II be a word over an alphabet A of I’ letters. To find the positions that spell the 
first occurrences of every subword of length <m of 11 (or the (m) first positions in 
II), proceed inductively as follows: 
l let 111 denote the smallest prefix of u such that zll a = uz (call pr the last position 
l let U; denote the smallest prefix of u( pi--r, lull such that tl~x=u(pi_~. lulla (call p, 
the last position of ui) for 2 6 i < m. 
If jur\= 1, the positions ~1,. . , pm are the ones we are looking for and the procedure 
terminates. If 1~x1 > 1, the positions pt.. . .,pm are among the ones we are looking 
for. To find the others, repeat the process to find the (m) first positions in U[ 1, pi ) and 
the (m - i + 1) first positions in u( pi_,, pz ) for 2 < i < m. 
The algorithm for determining the (m) first positions does indeed give the positions 
that spell the first occurrences of every subword of length d m. To see this, we proceed 
by induction on m. The (1) first positions in a word are the positions that spell the 
first occurrences of every letter in that word. Now, assume that the (m - I ) first 
positions in a word are the positions that spell the first occurrences of every subword 
of length < m - 1 of that word. The (m) first positions in a word u are obviously 
among the positions that spell the first occurrences of every subword of length <VI of 
U. Consider a subword al . a,,, of u and its first occurrence. Say the first occurrence 
of cl1 . . N, is spelled by 41,. . , qm (41 < . < q,,,). The position q1 spells the first 
occurrence of al in u (41 is an (m) first position in U) and 42.. ,q,,, spell the first 
occurrence of a2 . . a, in “(41, lull (4:. . . . qm are among the (m - 1) first positions in 
u(ql, \u\]). But the (m - 1) first positions in u(ql, jz.11 are among the (m) first positions 
in I(. 
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We can define similarly the positions that spell the last occurrences of every subword 
of length <m of u (or the (m) lust positions in u). The (m) first and the (m) last 
positions in u are called the (m) positions in u. The number of (m) positions in u is 
bounded above by 29(m;r), where 9(m;r) denotes the index of No over A. 
Consider the following example: let A={a,b} and 
u=aaaaaabababbbbbbababaaabb~b~~~~~~~~~~. -- 
The underlined (overlined) positions of u are the (3) first (last) positions in u. 
The following lemma gives necessary and sufficient conditions for N(i_,,-equivalence. 
Lemma 3.1 (Blanchet-Sadri [4]). Let u, u E A+ and let ~1,. . . , pt E u (~1 < . ’ ’ -=c pt) 
(respectively 41,. . . , qtr E v (41 < . . . <: qtl)) be the (m) positions in u (respectively 
v). We have u-(l,,,)v if and only if 
0 t=t’; 
l Q,“pi if and only if Qiqi, a E A for 16 i < t; 
l U(Pi,Pi+l) N(1) Nqi,q2+l)for lGi<t - 1. 
Lemma 3.2. Let n, n’ be positive integers. There is a positive integer m such that 
-~~,l) C -(n,l.n’) (and therefore ~(~,l) C Y~,~!)). 
Proof. Let n,n’ be positive integers. Let m = n + (n + 1)29(n’; Y), where Y(n’; r) 
denotes the index of “(n/j over an alphabet A of r letters. Let u, v E A+ and suppose 
~“(m,l) v. Then there is a winning strategy for player II in the game gcrn,i)(u, v). 
We describe a winning strategy for player II in the game 9(n,i,n~)(~,~) (implying a 
winning strategy for player II in 9(n,nl ,(u, v)). Let rI, . . . , r, (~1 ,< . . . < r,) be positions 
in u chosen by player I in his 1st move (the proof is similar if I chooses in v). 
Player II chooses positions ~1,. . . ,s, in u (SIG . . . Gs,) by considering the following 
9~~,~)(u, v)-play. In his 1st move, player I chooses ~1,. , r,, and the (n’) positions in 
u[l,ri), u(rl,rz),. ..,u(r,,_~,r,) and u(m, lull for a total of at most m positions. Hence 
there are positions si,...,s, (si d ... <s,) in v such that Qirj if and only if Qisj, 
a E A for 1 <j < n, and such that II, by choosing si,. . . ,sn and the (n’) positions 
in vlL~),v(a,s2), . . . . v(s,_l,sn) and v(s,,Iv)] wins this ??(,,i)(u,v)-play. Note that 
player II should choose the (n’) positions in v[ l,si), . . , otherwise corresponding gaps 
(created by the d m chosen positions in u and in v) would not be --(I)-equivalent. 
Using Lemma 2.1, u-(~,J~~) v follows if we show that u[l,ri) -c~,~I) v[l,si), 
u(rj,rj+l) ~(1,~‘) V(sj,sj+i) for 1 <j<n - 1, and u(m,jul] -(I,~‘) v(s~,/v/]. We show 
that u[l,rl) ~(1,~‘) v[l,si) (the proofs of the other statements are similar). It is ob- 
vious if u[l,ri) = v[l,si) = 1. Otherwise, let pl,...,pr E u[l,rl) (~1 < ... < pr) 
(respectively 41,. . . , qrl E v[l,sl) (41 < . . ’ < qtJ)) be the (n’) positions in u[l,rl) 
(respectively v[ 1, ~1)). They satisfy 
. t=t’; 
l Q,“pi if and only if Qiqi, a E A for 1 <i < t; 
l U(pi,pi+l)--(l)~(qi,qi+l) for l<iGt- 1. 
By Lemma 3.1, the proof is complete. 0 
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We now talk about a generalization of the notions of (m) first and (m) last positions 
in a word u. Two occurrences of a subword al .a,,, in a word u are said to be 
[l]-equivalent if the induced factorizations of U, 
u=uoalula2.. a,u,=voalvlaz...a,v, 
satisfy Ui ~(1) Ui for O< i<m. 
Consider the word 
u=aaaaaabababbbbbbababaaabbabbaaaaabbaa 
and the following choices of subwords aa in u. 
(1) u=aaaaaabababbbbbbabgbaaabbabbaaaaabbaa. 
(2) u=aaaaaabababbbbbbababaaabbgbbaaaaabbaa. 
(3) u=aaaaaabababbbbbbababaaabbabbaaaaabbaa. 
(4) u=aaaaaababgbbbbbbababaaabbabbaaaaabbaa. 
The occurrence of the subword aa in u spelled by the underlined positions of 1 is 
[l]- equivalent with the occurrence of aa spelled by the underlined positions of (2). 
The underlined positions of (3) spell an occurrence of aa which is non [l]-equivalent 
with the occurrence spelled by the underlined positions of (4). 
We will be interested in the positions of a word u spelling the first occurrences of 
representatives of each [l]-class of subwords of length at most m (that we will call 
the (m, 1) jrst positions in u), and we will also be interested in the positions of a 
word u spelling the last occurrences of representatives of each [II-class of subwords 
of length at most m (that we will call the (m, 1) last positions in u). The (m, 1) first 
and the (m, 1 ) last positions in u are called the (m. 1) positions in K. The number of 
(m, 1) positions in u is bounded above by 2m9(m, 1; r), where Y(m, 1; Y) denotes the 
index of -(m.~j over A. 
Lemma 3.3 (Blanchet-Sadri [4]). Let m > 1. Let u, v E Ai and let pl,. . , pr E u 
(~1 < . < pr ) (respectively 91,. . . , qt/ E v (41 < . . < qtt )) be the (1) positions in 
u (respectively) v). We have u~(,,,l) v if and only if 
1. t=t’; 
2. Q,“pi if and only if Qiqi, a E A for 1 <id t; 
3. u(p,,pi+l) ym--2,1) u(qi,qi+l)for lGi<t- 1; 
4. for every i, 1 < if t - 1, and for every rl.. . , r,,_l E u(pi, pi+1 ) (respectively 
v(qi>qi+l 1) (n < . . . < r,,_l), there are sl,,.., s,-1 E v(qj,ql+l ) (respectively u(pi, 
pi+l))(sl <...<s,_l)suchthatpi,rl,...,rm_l andq,,s~,...,s,_~satisf~~Lemma2.1 
with m = (1). Also, for every i, 16 i < t -- 1, and for every rl, . . , r,_l E u(p;, pii1 ) 
(respectively v(qi,qi+l)) (r1 < ... <t-,-l), there are sl,....~~_l E v(ql,qt+l) (respec- 
tively U(pi3 pi+1 )> (si < . . < s,_~ ) such that t-1,. . ,I’,_], pI+l and ~1.. . .s,_l.ql+l 
satisfy Lemma 2.1 with m=( 1); 
5. for every i, 1 <i< t - 1, and for every t-1.. . ~ r, E u(p,, pi+l) (respectively 
v(qi. qi+l )) (r1 < . . . < r,), there are ~1,. . . , s, E u(qi, qi+l ) (respectively 4 PI, n+i ) 1 
(sl < . . < s,) that satisfy Lemma 2.1 with m=( 1). 
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Lemma 3.4. Let IAl =2 and let n,n’ be positive integers. There are positive integers 
m,m’ such that yrn,,,,‘.l) E y,, w.1). 
Proof. Let n, n’ be positive integers. If n’ = 1, the result follows from Lemmas 3.2 
and 2.1. So we assume that n’ > 1. We show that ~(m,m,,mz) C wcn, I,~‘, I), where 
rn=n + (n + 1)2n’X(n’, 1;2), ml =n’ + 29(1;2), m2=2n’+ 1, and where $(n’, 1;2) 
(respectively 4( 1; 2)) denotes the index of -Cnt,i) (respectively ~(1)) over A. The result 
will then follow from Lemmas 3.2 and 2.1. Let U,O E A+ and suppose UN(~,~,,~~) v.
Then there is a winning strategy for player II in the game 9(m,m,,mz)(~, v). We describe 
a winning strategy for player II in the game %~n,~,n~,i)(~, v). Let 71,. . . , r, (rl d . . < rfl) 
be positions in u chosen by player I in his 1st move (the proof is similar if I chooses 
in v). Player II chooses positions si, . . . ,s, in v (si d . . <<s,) by considering the 
following g(m,m, .m2) (u, v)-play. In his 1st move, player I chooses rl,. . . ,r, and the 
(n’, 1) positions in u[l,ri), u(rl,rz),.. .,u(r,,_~,r,,) and u(m, lull for a total of at most 
m positions. We provide a detailed proof for the case n = 1. The other cases can be 
proved in a similar fashion. 
Let p be a position in u chosen by player I in his 1st move. Player II chooses 
a position q in v by considering the following Y~m,m,.mz)(~, v)-play. In his 1st move, 
player I chooses p and the (n’, 1) positions in u[l, p) and in u(p, lull. Hence there 
is a position q in v such that Qfp if and only if Qiq, a E A, and such that II, by 
choosing q and the (n’, 1) positions in v[l,q) and v(q, Ivl], wins this Y(m,m,.mlj(~,v)- 
play. Note that player II should choose the (n’, 1) positions in v[l,q) and u(q, Iv/], 
otherwise corresponding gaps (created by the 6 m chosen positions in u and in v) 
would not be --(,r.l)-equivalent and hence not -(,,,,,)-equivalent. 
Let us show that u[l, p) ~(l,~l,~) v[l,q) (the proof that u(p, lull N(~,~‘,I) v(q, Iv/] is 
similar). Let p’ be a position in u[l, p) chosen by player I in his 1st move (simi- 
lar if I chooses in v[ 1, q)). If p’ is among the (n’, 1) positions in u[ 1, p), then let 
q’ be the corresponding position in v[l,q). The relations u[l, p’) yn/,l) v[l,q’) and 
u(p’, p) ynf,l) u(q’,q) follow since corresponding gaps are -(,t,i)-equivalent (we also 
use here Lemma 2.2). 
Otherwise, p’ is in a gap u’ in U[ 1, p) and let U’ be the corresponding gap in v[ 1, q). 
Player II has a winning strategy in Ce (ml.M2 )(u’, v’) (as well as a winning strategy 
in corresponding gaps before and after u’, v ’ in u[l, p), v[l,q)). Player II chooses 
a position q’ in v’ such that Q,“p’ if and only if Qiq’, a E A, by considering the 
9(m,,m2j-plays of I who chooses p’ and the (1) last (respectively first) positions in 
u[ 1, p’) (respectively u(p’, p)). Note that the (1) first (respectively last) positions in 
u[l, p’) (respectively u(p’, p)) are among the (n’, 1) first (respectively last) positions 
in u[l, p’) (respectively u(p’, p)). There is a position q’ in v’ such that player II, 
by choosing q’ and the (1) last (respectively first) positions in v[l,q’) (respectively 
v(q’,q)) wins the S~m,.m2)-plays. 
Let us show that u[l, p’) yn’. I J V[l,q’) (the Proof that u(P’, P) -w,I) V(q’,qJ 
is similar). It is obvious if u[ 1, p’) = v[ 1, q’) = 1. Otherwise, let ~1,. . . , pt E u[ 1, p’) 
(~1 <... < pr) (respectively ql,...,qtf E v[l,q’) (ql <... <qtJ)) be the (1) 
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positions in u[l, p’) (respectively u[l,q’)). The result will follow from Lemma 3.3( l)- 
(5). Lemma 3.3(l)-(2) hold. Now, let 1 <id t - 1. If it is not true that pi is the 
last of the ( 1) first positions and pi+] is the first of the ( 1) last positions in u[ 1. p’). 
then since IAl = 2, we have that (u(p,, pi+l)zJ = 1 = lr(q,,ql+l)crl. In this situation, 
since u(pI, P~+~) ~(2~,+,) u(qi,qlfl), we have that Lemma 3.3(3)-(5) hold. Other- 
wise, pi is the last of the (1) first positions and pi+, is the first of the (I ) last 
positions in u[l. p’). In this situation. let us show Lemma 3.3(5) (the proofs for 
Lemma 3.3(3 )-(4) are similar). Let r{, . . , t-L, E u(p,,pI+~) (~1 < ... <rL,) (simi- 
lar if Y;, . . ,r:,, E v(q,,qi+,)). The positions Y;, . ,Y:, spell an occurrence of a sub- 
word of length n’ in u[l, p). Consider the positions pi,. . . , p;, (pi < . < p;, ) that 
spell the first occurrence of the representative of the [l]-class of the subword spelled 
by r;,..., r;,. It is clear from the fact that pi is among the (1) first positions in 
u[ 1. p’), we have that pi,. . , p:,, E u( pi, PiTI ). Since pi,. . , pi, are among the 
(n’, 1) first positions in u[ 1, p), we may consider the corresponding positions q{ , . . q:,, 
(q/1 < . < q$ ) in z;[l,q). The positions q:, . . , qk, are in u(qi,qi+l) and are such 
that 
l Q,Ur$ if and only if Qis(,, a E A for 1 <j < n’; 
l u[l,y{) Y(l) mq’,); 
0 u(r~,r~+,) -(I) u(q.$.q$+l) for ldj<n’- 1; 
l u(I.;,,p’) “(I) t’(&,q’). 0 
We now reduce the class of the congruences NC to another class that will be shown 
to be complete for Straubing’s hierarchy. This leads to the main result of the paper. 
Definition 3.1. The reduced class of the congruences N+, consists of 
l the congruences N(~~) over arbitrary alphabets; 
l the congruences N(~~.J) over alphabets of at least two letters; 
l the congruences N(~,~,J), where II > 1 over alphabets of two letters; 
l the congruences ~~m,,....mi,l ), where k >, 3 and mk-1, rnk > 1 over alphabets of two 
letters; 
l the congmences Y~,_,,.~~,I ), where k 3 2 and mk > 1 over alphabets of at least three 
letters. 
Definition 3.1 leads to a reduced class of the quotients A*/ -c. We abbreviate dot- 
depth by dd. 
Theorem 3.1. 
l The quotients A*/-,,, f arm a class of monoids that generate VI. 
l The reduced class of the quotients A*/-~m,....,mr,l~ generates V,+,, for every k 3 1. 
Proof. We first show that for k 3 1, A4 E vk+l if and only if M divides a quotient of the 
form A*/-,m I..... rnk.1). But this follows from Lemma 3.2, the fact that if -(m.~~ C_ N(~.~I), 
then -(ml . . . . .mi_l,m,l) C -(in, . . . . . m~-l,n,n’)5 and the fact that the quotients A*/ -Cn,,..,,ni ,) 
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form a class of monoids that generate Vk+t. The following assertions hold: 
1. If IAl 22, then d&4*/-(,,,J)) < 3; 
2. If IAI=2, k>3 and mk_i=l, then dd(A*/~(~~,,,.,~~,l)) < k + 1; 
3. If IA)>2, k23 and mk=l, then dd(A*/-(,,,.,.~,,,1,) < k + 1. 
Assertion 1 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.2 and the fact that V, is generated 
by monoids of the form A*/N(~,~). Assertion 2 can be proved as follows. Let IA( =2 
and k>3. By Lemma 3.4, there are positive integers m,m' such that 
“(m ,,..., rnk_,,rn,rn’,l) c ym I,..., rn~_~.rn~_2,l,rnk,l) . 
Since d&A*/ v,,,..., _ ,,,k ,,m,mr,l)) < k + 1, the result follows. Assertion 3 follows from 
Lemma 3.2 and the fact that if ++.l) C -(,,,-,J,I), then “cm ,,,,_, mk_z.m,~) C -cm ,,,,_, mk_-2. 
rnk-l,Ll)~ 0 
Theorem 3.2. 
l The monoid variety VI, ,,, is generated by A*/ N(~). 
l The reduced class of the quotients A*/ -~m,m,,...,mk.~~ generates Vk+Z,m, for every 
k>, 1. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1. 0 
The monoid varieties V2, m were the subject of [4,8]. We are not considering them 
in this paper. Note that V2, m is not generated by A*/ N(~,J) since ~(~,i) g N(~,~) for 
n > 1. 
From now on we deal only with the reduced complete class of the congruences -ti. 
4. Some inclusion lemmas 
In this section, we give inclusion relations of the type ~(~,,...,~~,l) g -(nl,...,nk,,t~. Our 
technique of proof for such inclusion relations is as follows. We define some words 
u(N),v(N) E A+, where N > 0. For N=max{M(ml,. . . ,mk, 1).JY(nl,. . ,nk’, l)}, we 
describe a winning strategy for player II in the game 9(ml,,,,,mk,~)(~(N), v(N)) and a 
winning strategy for player I in the game Ytn,....,nk,, 1)(u(N),v(N)). Most of the words 
u(N) and v(N) are built under patterns described in Patterns 4.1-4.3. 
Pattern 4.1. Let A be an alphabet and let a,b E A (not necessarily distinct). Let 
wcrnl ,..., mt.i) and -cn ,,..., nkl,i) be such that -cm ,,.._, mk,l)$C -cn ,,.,.. nk,,l) over A. We try to find 
u, v E A* such that for 
N=max{Jl/“(mi,..., mk, l),J~1T(nl,...,nk/, 1)}, 
the words 
uo(N)=(v@, 
v&v> = (va)%a(va)~, 
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are -cm ,,.... mi. I )-equivalent but not -cn ,...., “A,, I j-equivalent since there are nl positions in 
ro(N) that do not satisfy Lemma 2.1. Then we build the words 
and we show that they are -(M,,,, ,,,.mr ,,-equivalent but not 1 . wci,,, . . . . . ,lk,,l ,-equivalent 
over A for N=max{J’(h;j,ml,..., mk, l),.l-(i,nr ,..., nk,, l)}. Here A? is any I-tuple 
of positive integers and i is an I-tuple of I ‘s. 
Pattern 4.2. Let A be an alphabet and let a E A. Let -(m ,,,,. mr.t 1 and -( ,.n ,..,., “A,. I, be 
such that -Pii I,.... rni.1) e “(1,n I,..., n,r.l) over A. We try to find u, I: E A* such that for 
N=max(. (“(ml,. ..,mk, l),.t*(l,n I,..., +[,I)}. 
the words 
(tlU)N. 
(ca)%a(ua)“, 
are Ye ,..... mi.~ j-equivalent but not -(I.,, ,,..., ni,.~) -equivalent since there is a position in 
( ZU y ua( vu ) N 
that does not satisfy Lemma 2.1. Then we build the words 
((rXz)%z(vn) Nm ) ) 
((ca)NUa(L!a) ) ) 
N m+l 
and we show that they are -(m.m ,,.... ml, I )-equivalent but not N~~+I.~ ,,..., n,,. I )-equivalent 
over A for 
Pattern 4.3. Let A be an alphabet and let a E A. Let -(m ,,..., mi. 1) and ~(1.~ ,,,... ni,, I ) be 
such that “(m ,...., m,.1,e N(l,n I..... rli,.l) over A. We try to find u, L’ E A* such that for 
N=max{.t‘(mr ,..., mk, l),,t”(l,nr ,..., nk’, I)}, 
the words 
(oa)“, 
(va)Nuu(ua)N, 
are wtrn,. .,.. Mk, 1 )-equivalent but not ~~~,~,,....~~,,l,-equivalent since there is a position in 
(tU)%a(ua) N 
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that does not satisfy Lemma 2.1. Then we build the words 
((va)%a(tXz)~)-~“ti, 
((vaYua(@ ) 3 
N ,$‘A?+1 
and we show that they are -(u,~ ,,,,,, k,,j-equivalent but not N~_~~M+~.~ ,,_,_. nk,, )-equivalent 
over A for 
N=max{M(M,m 1,. . . ,mk, l),d’v(d”ti + l,nl,. . .,nk’, 1)). 
Here A? is any tuple of positive integers. 
In the proofs of all the following lemmas, if we want to show that ~(~,,...,~~,i) 
$E %l,...,nkl,l)? N is chosen to be at least max{M(mi,. . .,rnk, l),,l’(ni,. . . ,nkr, 1)). The 
proof of Lemma 4.1 (respectively Lemma 4.2) is written in detail and contains the 
ideas that are needed to fill out the details of all the proofs of the other lemmas of 
this section that use Pattern 4.1 (respectively Pattern 4.2). Ref. [l] includes a proof 
for Pattern 4.3. 
4.1. Alphabets of at least three letters 
In this subsection, we assume that the alphabet A contains at least the three distinct 
letters a, b and c. 
Lemma 4.1. rfIAl33 andk3L then yml .,,., *,,I)$L -(I, _._, 1,2,1), where (I,..., 1,2,1) is 
of length k + 2. 
Proof. We use Pattern 4.1 to build 
uoW> = @WN, 
v&V) = (ab)Nb(ab)N, 
Uk(N) = (uk-dN)dN, 
ok(N) = (uk-I(N)C)NUk-l(N)C(Vk-,(~)c)~. 
For each k3 1 we show that the words r&(N) and up(N) are --(,,,..,,,,,1)-equivalent 
(claim 1) but are not -(i,.._, r,2,1)-equivalent, where (1,. . . , 1,2, 1) is of length k + 2 
(claim 2). We start with the proof of the second claim. Let N 3 JV( 1,. . . , 1,2, 1 ), where 
( 1, . . , 1,2,1) is of length k + 2. Let us show the relation UP(N) #(i ,.,., I,J, r ) Q(N). Here 
N is fixed, so we will abbreviate z&(N) by Uk and t&(N) by Uk. By induction on k we 
describe a winning strategy for player I. Let (I, i) (respectively (II, i)) denote positions 
chosen by player I (respectively II) in his ith move, 1 <id k + 2. 
For k = 1, player I chooses the c of the middle uoc-factor of vi in his 1st move. 
Player II should choose a c in his 1st move. So he should choose a c preceded by 
vg in ~1. Player I in his 2nd move, chooses the 2 consecutive b’s in the va-factor 
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immediately preceding the chosen position in player II’s 1st move. Player II, in his 
2nd move, needs 2 consecutive b’s preceding the c chosen by 1 in his 1st move. These 
b’s cannot be in the uo-factor of t’l so there is a c between the 2 b’s he chooses and 
the c chosen by I. Player I now chooses this c and II cannot move and win. 
The following facts hold. 
Fact 1. For k 30, uk and vk have a prgfix consisting of exactly 0 c’s and a &fix 
consisting of exactly k consecutive c ‘s. 
Fact 2. For k 20, uk and vk do not hatle any factor of more than k consecutive c’s, 
Fact 3. For k >, 1. the jizctor ck does not exist anywhere in uk (z’k) unless being the 
suffix of z!k_lc (uk_lc or z’k-_Ic). 
Now, let k31. 
uk+l =. .VkC(Vk-lC)N~k-,C(vk_,c)~ (‘VkC.. 
T 1 
P’ P 
(L2) (IL 1) 
4 
t’k+, =. . t.kcbk__Ic.. . ?,k-_Ic.. . vk_,C‘Cvkc., . 
1‘ T 
9’ 4 
Player I in his 1st move, chooses the last c of the middle Ukc-factor of L’kfl. The I: 
chosen is preceded immediately by exactly k consecutive c’s by Fact 1, and the factor 
ck+l does not exist in #k+i unless being the suffix of tlkc by Fact 3. Since there are 
enough moves left and enough positions yet to be chosen, player II should choose a L 
preceded immediately by uk in uk+l. 
Player I’s winning strategy in ~~,,_..,1,2,l)(uk,uk) (here (1,. _, 1,2,1) is a k f 2-tUpk) 
implies the result. More specifically, player I in his 2nd move, chooses the last c of 
the middle Uk-_lc-factor in the t&-factor immediately preceding the chosen position in 
player II’s 1st move. Player II in his 2nd move, should choose a c in rk+l[l>q). 
l If II chooses q’ - i (ldid k), then by Fact 1, Uk+.l(p’, p) has a prefix consisting of 
exactly 0 c’s but &+l(q’ - i,q) has a prefix consisting of at least 1 C. 
l If II chooses q’ (which would be a natural choice since rik+i(q’,q) and Uk+l( p’, J’) 
are both uk), then by Fact 1, Uk+l [l, p’) has a suffix consisting of exactly k - 1 
consecutive c’s but t&+1 [l, q’) has a suffix consisting of exactly k consecutive c’s. 
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l If II chooses a c in Uk+i [1, q’ - k), then by Fact 2, Uk+i(p’, p) does not contain any 
factor of more than k consecutive c’s but the factor between the chosen positions in 
r&+1 does. 
In such situations, there are enough moves left and enough positions yet to be chosen 
to demonstrate differences. Player II in his 2nd move, should hence choose a c in 
ok+1 (4’2 4). 
By induction on k we now show Q(N) “cm ,,,__, mi,i) Q(N) for N>..Y(ml,..., mk, 1) 
or claim 1. Let k= 1. We consider the words 
ul(N) = ((ab)Nb(a~)Nc)N, 
VI(N) = ((ab)Nb(ab)Nc)N(ub)Nc((u~)‘%(u@%)~, 
where N32mi + 1. We have to show that u,(N) ~(~,,i) vi(N). 
In order to verify ui(N) -(ml,11 vi(N), we consider two different words instead that 
are -cm,, I)-equivalent to ui(N), vi(N) respectively: instead of u,(N) we take 
x=(a~)~~(a~)~c((u~)~~(u~)~~)~(u~)~~(u~)~c((u~)~~(u~)~c)~(u~)~~(~~)~c. 
The word x is -cm,, I)-equivalent to ui(N) by Lemma 2.3. Concerning vi(N), we take 
~~=(ub)~b(ab)~c((ub)~b(u~)~c)~(u~)~c((u~)~~(~~)~c)~(u~)~~(u~~vc. 
For the proof of x -(,,,,,l) y we consider the two cases where I first chooses ml 
positions from x or I first chooses ml positions from y. 
Assume that player I has chosen ml positions from x. Then in the first N + 1 
(ub)Nb(ab)Nc-factors of x there must occur a gap of at least 1 (ab)Nb(ub)Nc-factor 
(since ml < N). Let wi be the initial factor of x preceding the first such gap, wf the 
corresponding initial factor of same length in y, and w2 the final factor of x succeeding 
this gap. By Lemma 2.3, there is a final factor KJ~ of y included in the last N + 1 
(ab)Nb(ub)Nc-factors that is -(,,.I)-equivalent to ~2. Hence, WI, w{ are isomorphic and 
~2, wi are N(,,,1,-equivalent; so there is a winning strategy for II on these factors of 
x and y. By Lemma 2.2 it now suffices to show that player II has a winning strategy 
also on the remaining factors between wi, w2 and between wi, wi. Player II will choose 
no positions between wi and wi in his 1st move, since player I chose no positions 
between WI and ~2. Hence, a winning strategy for player II in 9(m,,i)(x, y) will emerge 
if these two middle factors are -(I)-equivalent: 
Note that P3 1 and hence the displayed relation is immediate since two words are 
--(I)-related if and only if they have the same letters. 
Assume now that I has chosen his first ml positions from y. Player II will choose 
exactly corresponding positions in x, except possibly for the middle (~b)~b(ub)~c- 
factor of x, which corresponds to the middle (ub)Nc-factor of y. In (~b)~ at least 1 
(&)-factor is free of chosen positions after player I’s 1st move. Let us display such a 
free factor by writing 
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where P>, 1. Take w{ and wi in (~~b)“‘b(ab)~ (w{ prefix of (cz~)~@u~)‘, wi suffix of 
(~b)~b(ab)~) isomorphic, respectively, to wl and ~2. We have 
(ab)%(ab)N =w;(ab)P’b(ab)CV;, 
where P’, P” 2 1. Hence, player II can choose corresponding positions in the outer M’{ 
and wi-factors of (~b)~b(ub)~ in his 1st move, leaving the central factor (~b)~‘h(ah)~” 
free. Thus, it suffices to have (cI~)~ -(i) (~b)~‘b(ub)~” which is clear. 
The induction step starts. Given a sequence (m, ml,. , rnk, l), we consider the words 
where N&l’(m,ml,..., mk,l). We have to show that uk+I(N) -(m,ml....,mi.~) L’k+l(N). 
using as induction hypothesis Uk(N’) -(n,,,..., ntg, 1) uk(N’), where N’ 3 ,j’^(rn,, . . . ,mk, 1). 
The proof is similar to the proof of the case k= 1. 
In order to verify uk+r (N ) -( m,m,,...,mk, 1) i&+1(N), it is convenient to consider two dif- 
ferent words instead that are -(m,m,....,ml,. I )-equivalent to Uk+l(N), ckfl (N) respectively: 
instead of uk+i(N), we take 
The word x is N(~,~,....,,,,,)-equivalent to Uk+](N) by Lemma 2.3. Concerning i&+l(N ), 
we take 
For the proof of x -M,~ ,,._, mk.l) y we distinguish the two cases that player I first 
chooses m positions from x or player I first chooses m positions from _v. 
Assume that player I has chosen m positions from X. Then in the first N + 1 i’k(N)c- 
factors of x there must occur a gap consisting of >, ,j’(rnl, . . , mk, 1) L’k(N )C-factors 
(since (N + 1 - m)/(m + l)>.,t-(ml,..., mk, 1)). Let wr be the initial factor of x 
preceding the first such gap, wi the corresponding initial factor of same length in .v., 
and w2 the final factor of x succeeding this gap. By Lemma 2.3, there is a final facto] 
n$ of y included in the last N + 1 vk(N)c-factors that is -(m,m ,,..., mi, I )-equivalent to 
w?. Hence, wt, wi are isomorphic and wz, wi are -Cm,m,,,,,.mL. 1 )-equivalent; so there is 
a winning strategy for player II on these factors of x and y. By Lemma 2.2, it now 
suffices to show that player II has a winning strategy also on the remaining factors 
between WI, ~2 and between w{ , wi. Player II will choose no positions between WI and 
W2 ’ in his 1st move, since player I chose no positions between wr and ~2. Hence, a 
winning strategy for player II in 9 (m,m,,....mi, 1)(x, _v) will emerge if these two middle 
factors are -tm,, ,... mr. I)-equivalent: 
(Q(Nk) ’ -~m,....,m~.l) (z.lk(N)c)P’uk(N)C(Z;k(N)(~)P”. 
Note that P>,..~C~(rnl,..., mk, 1). But also P’>._I”(ml,. . ,rnk, I), since (according to the 
definition of wi ) the gap after w1 intersects the first IL’+ 1 i&(N)c-factors of x by at least 
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,N-(ml,..., mk, 1) such factors and hence the same holds for wi .Now by the induction 
hypothesis and Lemma 2.2 we may replace the critical factor &(N)c on the right-hand 
side by rk(N)c. Hence, it suffices to show that (rk(N)c)’ -(ml,...,mn,i) (rk(N)c)p’+p”+‘. 
This is clear from Lemma 2.3, since P, P’ + P” + 12 J’(ml,. . . , mk, 1) as seen above. 
Assume now that player I has chosen his first m positions from y. Player II will 
choose exactly corresponding positions in x, except possibly for the middle &(N)c- 
factor of x, which corresponds to the middle uk(N)c-factor of y. In UP(N) at least one 
gap of 2 J’(ml, . . . , mk, 1) r&i(N)c-factors is free of chosen positions after player I’s 
1st move since (N-m)/(m+ 1)3M(mj,. . . , mk, 1). Let us display such a free gap by 
writing 
~k(~)=WI(~k-I(~)~)pW2, 
where PBJlr(ml,. . . , mk, 1). Take wi and wi in t+(N) (wi prefix of rk(N), wi suffix 
of l&(N)) isomorphic, respectively, to wi and ~2. We have 
Uk(N)=W;(Uk_~(N)C)P’Uk_,(N)C(Uk_@)C)P”W;, 
where P’, P” 3 J(m 1,. . . , mk, 1). Hence, player II can choose corresponding positions 
in the outer wi and wi-factors of Q(N) in his 1st move, leaving the central factor 
(Vk_,(N)c)P’Uk_,(N)c(Uk_~(N)C)P” 
free. Thus, it suffices to have 
(ok-l(N)c)’ -(m,,....m~,i) (r/+i(N)c)P’Uk--I(N)c(r~--l(N)c)P”. 
But this is guaranteed by induction hypothesis and Lemma 2.3. 0 
The following lemma generalizes Lemma 4.1 (put m =O). 
Lemma 4.2. If JAJ 2 3 and k 2 1, then “(m,ml . . . . . mk,~) !Z wh+1,~ . . . . 1,2,1), w?ere (A..., 1, 
2,l) is of Zength k + 1. 
Proof. For k 2 1, we use Pattern 4.2 to build 
(uk(N))“+‘, 
where ok(N) is defined in the proof of Lemma 4.1. Of course the N is not the N (for 
ok(N)) that appears in Lemma 4.1, but rather the N prescribed by Pattern 4.2. The 
words defined above are N(,,,~,, ,., ,,,k, 1 I- equivalent (claim 1) but are not -(m+l,l...,i.2,ij- 
equivalent where (1,. . . , 1,2,1) is of length k + 1 (claim 2). We start with the proof 
of the second claim. Let N >.M(m + 1, 1,. . . ,1,2, l), where (1,. . , 1,2,1) is of length 
k + 1. Let us show the relation (u,+(N))m +(,+i,i,...,i.~.i~ (r&(N))“+‘. Here N is fixed, 
so we will abbreviate Uk(N) by Uk and Vk(N) by uk. Using player I’s winning strategy 
in %(i ,,_,, i JJ)(uk_i,ak-_l) described in the proof of Lemma 4.1 (here (l,..., 1,2,1) is a 
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k + 1-tuple), we describe a winning strategy for player I. Let (I, i) (respectively (II. i )) 
denote positions chosen by player I (respectively II) in his ith move, 1 <i <k + 2. 
For k = 1, player I in his 1st move, chooses the c of the middle uoc-factor of the 
m+ 1 2+-factors in (~1) W’ Player II should choose m + 1 c’s in (~‘1)” in his 1 st move. 
At least one of II’s chosen c’s is preceded by a zla-factor. Player I in his 2nd move, 
chooses the 2 consecutive b’s in such a t:o-factor in (~1 )“. In a way similar to the case 
k = 1 in the proof of Lemma 4.1, II cannot win. 
Now, let k>, 1. 
P’ P 
(1.2) (II, 1) 
Uh 
(%+I) 
m+l _ / , -...t~kcuk-_1c... vk__Ic...L’k-~cc~~kc... 
T 1‘ 
4’ 4 
(191) 
Player I in his 1st move, chooses the last c of the middle ukc-factor of the m + 1 
t!k+] -factors in (uk+l ) N’ Player II should choose mt- 1 c’s in (Uk+i)m in his 1st move. 
We can argue as in Lemma 4.1 to conclude that player II should choose m + 1 c’s 
preceded immediately by uk or t&-factors in (Z’k+i)m. 
At least one of II’s chosen c’s is preceded by a L’k-factor, say p. Let q be the 
corresponding position in (Uk+l )m+l Player I’s winning Strategy in %~~....1,2,1 )(Uk, t’k) .
(here ( 1,. . , 1,2,1) is a k + 2-tuple) described in the proof of Lemma 4.1 implies the 
result. More specifically, player I in his 2nd move, chooses the last c of the middle 
Uk_ tc-factor in the r&-factor immediately preceding p. Player II in his 2nd move, 
should choose a c in (t&+t)m+‘[l,q). 
. 
l 
lf II chooses q’ - i (1 < i < k), then by Fact 1, (ok+] )“(p’, p) has a prefix consisting 
of exactly 0 c’s but (uk+l)m+l (q’ - i, q) has a prefix consisting of at least 1 c’. 
lf 11 chooses q’ (which would be a natural choice since (vk+t )“+‘(q’,q) and (uk+, )” 
(p’, p) are both Uk), then by Fact 1, (t&+i )“[l, p’) has a suffix consisting of ex- 
actly k - 1 consecutive c’s but (rk+t)“+l[l, q’) h as a suffix consisting of exactly k 
consecutive c’s. 
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l If II chooses a c in (nk+t )m+l [1, q’ - k), then by Fact 2, (uk+i )“( p’, p) does not 
contain any factor of more than k consecutive c’s but the factor between the chosen 
positions in (~k+i)~+l does. 
In such situations, there are enough moves left and enough positions yet to be chosen 
to demonstrate differences. Player II in his 2nd move, should hence choose a c in 
(%+1 Y+‘(q’, 4). 
We now show Claim 1 or (u~(N))~ “(m,m ,,.,,, ml,ij (Q(N))“+’ for N>Jl/'(m,ml,. . . ,rnk, 
1). Let k3 1. In order to verify (Uk(N))m -(m,m,.....mi,iJ (Vk(N))“+‘, it is convenient to 
consider two different words instead that are -(m,m,,...,mt. I)-equivalent to (ak(N))m7 (ok 
PJ>Y’+’ respectively: instead of (&(N))m we take 
The word x is -c~,~,,....~~, 1 j-equivalent to (uk(N)Y by Lemma 2.3. Concerning 
(t&(N))“+‘, we take 
For the proof of x y,,+ ,..., mk, 1) y we distinguish the two cases that player I first 
chooses m positions from x or player I first chooses m positions from y. 
Assume that player I has chosen his first m positions from y. In the word y at least 
1 (Uk- 1 (N)c)~u~_1 (N)c( uk__l (N)c)N-factor is free of chosen positions after player I’s 
1st move. Let wi(~k_i(N)c)~~ be the initial factor of y preceding the first such gap and 
(ak_i(N)~)~~w& the final factor of y succeeding this gap. By Lemma 2.3, there is an 
initial factor wi =wi(vk-~(iV)c)~ (respectively a final factor wi=(ak_t(N)c)Nw2) of x 
that is N(m,ml,.,..mr, I)-equivalent to wi(nk_i(N)c)2N (respectively (uk_i(N)c)2Nw2). so 
there is a winning strategy for player II on wi(uk-i (N)c)~~, wi and on (v~_~(N)c)~~w~, 
wi. By Lemma 2.2 it now suffices to show that player II has a winning strategy also 
on the remaining factors between wi (zlk_ 1 (N)c)‘~, (uk- 1 (N)c)~~wz and between wi, wi. 
Player II will choose no positions between wi and wi in his 1st move, since player 
I chose no positions between wi( L’k__l (N)c)2N and (ok-1 (N)c)2Nw2. Hence a winning 
strategy for player 11 in Ytm.m ,,._ Mk, 1) (x, y) will emerge if these two middle factors are 
-cm,, . . . . n2k, I j-equivalent: 
A’ (v-1 VW) N(m~,...,m~,l) (Vk-I(N>C>NUk-l(N)C(~k-,(~)c~~. 
This is clear from Lemmas 2.3 and 4.1. 
Assume now that player I has chosen his first m positions from x. In x at least 1 
gap of 3N vk_i (N)c-factors is free of chosen positions after player I’s 1st move since 
there are m + 1 such gaps. Let us display such a free gap by writing 
Take wi and wi in y (w{ prefix of y, wi suffix of y) isomorphic respectively to wi 
and ~2. We have 
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Hence player II can choose corresponding positions in the outer W{ and u$-factors of 
JJ in his 1st move, leaving the central facto] 
(tlx_,(N)c)3NUk_,(N)C(L’k-,(N)C)3N 
free. Thus, it suffices to have 
(uk-l(N)c) 3N N(ml,...,mk.l) (Vk--I(N)C)3NUk-l(N)C(llk--l(N)C)3N 
But this is guaranteed by Lemmas 2.3 and 4.1. 0 
The following lemma generalizes Lemma 4.2. 
Lemma 4.3. 1. IA133 and kal, then -Cti,m,m ,,._., mk,lj $!E -(I,m+l,l .._ 1,2,1) &err the 
tuple (1,. . , 1,2,1) is of length k + 1, 16? is any l-tuple of positive integers and 1 is 
an I-tuple of 1’s. 
Proof. Let t&(N) be as defined in the proof of Lemma 4.2. The words 
uo(~)=((tM’))“a)N, 
t;o(N)=((vk(N))“a)N(Vk(N)) “+‘a((ak(~))“a)” 
are -(m,m,,...,mk,l j-equivalent but are not N(nl+l,l .,,., 1,2,1,-equivalent where (l,..., 1,2,1) 
is of length k + 1. Now, we use Pattern 4.1 to build 
uW)=(ul-,(W#, 
The words defined above are -C~,m,m ,,,,_, mk. 1)-equivalent but are not N~T,~+,, , ,,, l L,, )- 
equivalent, where ( 1, . . , 1,2,1) is of length k + 1, I@ is any I-tuple of positive integers, 
and i is an I-tuple of 1’s. q 
The following lemma generalizes Lemma 4.3. 
Lemma 4.4. Let (Al>3 and k’>l. Let s1 ,..., skf be nonnegative integers and let 
k>k’ + 1 + Cfl, si. Let r1 , . . , rkf be positive integers SatisJving 
l ri3ri_1 fsi_1 f2 for 2<i<k’; 
0 r-k! =k - sk’ - 1. 
Then N - (M,rnl..... rni,l) CL “(i,N ,._... N,,,z.ip lL’here 
l Iv, =(.,V(m I,..., m,,)+l,l,..., l)where(l,... .l)isoflengthsl; 
0 N, = (-,l“(m,_ ,+s,_,+2 ,..., m,) + l,l,..., 1) where (l,..., 1) is of length s,, jtir 
2 4 i < k’. 
Here I@ is any I-tuple of positive integers and 7 is an I-tuple of 1’s. 
Proof. Let us abbreviate 
I V(m, , . . . , mr, ) by J-I, 
~(~r,_,+s~_,+z,. . ..m.) by “em,, 
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for 2 d id k’. First, let us consider the case k’ = 1. By Lemma 4.1, u,,+l(N) and 
u,,+t (N) (defined in the proof of Lemma 4.1) are ~(m,,+,,....mt, 1 j-equivalent but are not 
-(I ,,,,, t,z. I)-equivalent, where (1,. . . , 1,2,1) is of length st + 3. We use Pattern 4.3 to 
build 
The words defined above are ~(m,.....mk, I)- equivalent but are not -(P,,~ ,)-equivalent. 
Now, the words 
uo(N)=((u,,+*(N))-l”‘u)~, 
V~(N)=((v +$V))-‘%)~( s1 u,,+l(N)).‘+~^1+1 ~((%,+1(~)Y~~K 
are N(* ,,._., mi, 1 )-equivalent but not -(,.J,,~ e ,, )- q uivalent. Now, we use Pattern 4.1 to build 
~r(JV=(U(~)CY, 
The words defined above are -Cu,m,,,,,,mk. ,)-equivalent but are not “ci p, 2 , )-equivalent 
where A? is any I-tuple of positive integers, and i is an I-tuple of 1’s. ’ ’ 
Now, let us consider the case where k’ > 1. By Lemma 4.1, u,,,+,(N) and v,,,+~(N) 
(defined in the proof of Lemma 4.1) are -t++ ,,... lmk, 1 )-equivalent but not -(I ,..., 1.2.1)- 
equivalent where (1,. . . , 1,2,1) is of length Sk’ + 3. We use Pattern 4.3 to build 
(aS,,+I(~))-? 
Jv-kr+l 
(%,,,l(N)) . 
The words defined above are -c~,~,_, +rl,_,+Z ...,,mt. I)-equivalent but not N(M,, 2 , ,-equi- 
3 3 
valent. Now, the words 
UO.k’(N)=((V,,,+I(N)).‘rk’a)N, 
vO,k’(~)=((U,k,+l(~))J(/‘L’~)N(v,k,+l(~)).”~’+1~((~,,,+,(~)).”;’U)N, 
are also wCrn ‘&,_, irk, _ , +2 ,..., mc. I )-equivalent but not wcfik, 2. lJ-equivalent. Now, we use 
Pattern 4 to build 
The words &i,_,+~,k~(N), %,,_,+l.k’(N) are ~(m,~,_l+,,...,mi,,l)-equivalent but not 
-(1 ,___, l ~,,,z, I )-equivalent, where (1,. , 1) is of length Sk’_ 1 + 1. We use Pattern 4.3 
to build 
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The words defined above are -(m,.~,~:,,,,~~_2.....mi,~)- equivalent but not m(.g,, _,,N~,,:. I )- 
equivalent. Now, the words 
t:O&,(N)= ((t’s,,_,+l.k’(N)).~‘~‘-‘a)N(U,,,_,+,.X_’(n:)~’ “-‘+I 
a((%&, +l,k’(N)).l‘-a)N 
are also -+ 8ii,_-L_,l,_2+2J .._, mk,~ )- equivalent but not -t,qy,,__ ,.ti’I,,z.l ,-equivalent. 
Continuing in this manner, we define the words 
that are “cm ,..... nlr. I ,-equivalent but not -(N ,.,,,, N,, ,? , ) , -equivalent, and then use Pattern 4. I 
to build 
The words defined are -(M,,~,,.,. ma l,-equivalent but not -(i.,y,.,,,,,q,, z ,)-equivalent where , 1 3 1 
fi is any I-tuple of positive integers, and 1 is an I-tupie of 1’s. Cl 
Lemma 4.5. VIAI 33, then ~(~,m.l)~ -(I.m+l.l), where ti is any I-tuple of positive 
integers and i is an I-tuple of 1’s. 
Proof. We use Pattern 4.1 to build 
where e=2m - 1. In a way similar to the proof of Lemma 4.1, we can show that the 
words ul(N) and tll(N) are -(lz;l.,, ,,-equivalent but are not ~(i,~+, 
fi is any I-tuple of positive integers and 7 is an I-tuple of 1’s. 
,)-equivalent where 
0 
The following lemma generalizes Lemma 4.5. 
Lemma 4.6. Let IAl 33 and k’ 3 1. Let ~1,. . ,sk’ he nonnegative integers and let 
k>k’+Czsi. Let r1 . , . . , rk’ be positive integers satisiving 
l r1as1 + 1; 
l r;3ri_1 +si t2 for 2di<k’; 
. rk! =k. 
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Then -(ml, .. ..w. 1) e “(fi I,.... iv,,,l), inhere 
l Iif1 =(l,. . ., l,,V(mS,+r,. ..,m,,) + 1) where (l,..., 1) is of length sl; 
0 Nj=(l,..., 1, Jq%_,+s,+2, ‘. ., m,.,)+1)where(1,...,1)isoflengthsi,for2<i6k’. 
Proof. Let us abbreviate 
J”(m,,+~,...,m,,) by Jrl, 
J’“(m,,_,+,+2,. . m, > by J$/i 
for 2 <id k’. First, let us consider the case k’= 1. We use Pattern 4.1 to build 
where e = .N(ms,+l,.  , mk, 1) - 2. The words u,,(N) and %,(W are -cm ,...., mk.~)- 
equivalent but are not -(M,, lJ-equivalent. 
Now, let us consider the case k’ > 1. The words 
UO,k’(N)=(ube)N, 
t’O,k’(N)=(abe)Nb(abe)N, 
where e = A’“(m,,, _, +sk, +2,. . . , mk, 1) - 2 are ymrk, _, +Fk, +2, ._., mk. I )-equivalent but are not 
N(.,-~,+~, I )-equivalent. Now, we use Pattern 4.1 to build 
ul,k’(N)=(vr-l.k’(N)C)N, 
The words z+,,+~.~~(N) and usk,+l,k~(N) are ~(~~~,_,+,,..,.~~,l)- equivalent but are not 
-(,,tik,, 1j- equivalent. We use Pattern 4.3 to build 
(us,,+l,k’(N)).l’~‘-,, 
(u,,,+l,k’(N))“~kl-‘+l. 
The words defined above are ~~m,~,_2+~k,_,+2,...,m~,l~-equivalent but are not -(J(~k,_,+l,~k,rlj- 
equivalent. Now, the words 
are also yrnr ,~,+, _ +Z ,.,,, mk, I)-equivalent but not k -i I “(.(.,,~,+l.gl,,l)-equivalent. 
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Continuing in this manner, we define the words 
z4o.1(N), 
Q, I (N 1. 
that are ynfL, , ,_ . mi. 1 )-equivalent but not N, , -, +,.N: ,,,,,, oiji,, , ,-equivalent, and then use Pat- 
tern 4.1 to build 
The words u,~, J(N) and v,, ,1(N) are -cm ,,.... mi, I ,-equivalent but not -(,T,. ,..., V, I , )- 
equivalent. LI 
4.2. Alphabets oj’at Lust two letters 
In this subsection, we assume that the alphabet A contains at least the two distinct 
letters a and h. 
Lemma 4.7. !f’ IA I 3 2 and k 3 2, then ynl ,...., mi. I ) g -( 1, .._ 1.2.2T1 ,, ichere ( I,. . I, 2.2,1 ) 
is of length k + 2. 
Proof. We use Pattern 4.1 to build 
for k 3 3. In a way similar to the proof of Lemma 4.1, we can show that the words 
24k(N ) and t’k(N) are -cm ,,,,,, mi, 1 )-equivalent but are not N, I,,,,_ 1,:~ 1 )-equivalent, where 
(l,.... 1,2,2,1) is of length k+2. 0 
The following lemma generalizes Lemma 4.7 (put m=O). 
Lemma 4.8. I_ (~(32 cnzd k>,2, then -J(~.~ ,..,, .m,.~,$L -J(~+I.I . . I.z,I.I)> Irhere (l..... 1, 
2.2, 1 ) is oJ’ length k + 1. 
Proof. We use Pattern 4.2 to build 
(G(N)F> 
(I:#))“‘+‘. 
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where vk(N) is defined in the proof of Lemma 4.7. The words defined above are 
N(,,,,,,, ,,,, mk, 1 l-equivalent but are not N(~+I, I,..., 1~2. I )-equivalent (here, ( 1, . . . ,I, Z&1> 
is of length k + 1). q 
The following lemma generalizes Lemma 4.8. 
Lemma 4.9. If IW2 und ka2, then N(@,~,~ ,,..., mk.l) s?Z -(T,~+~,~ ._,, 1.2.2,1) where the 
tuple (l,..., 1,2,2,1) is of length k + 1, M is any I-tuple of positive integers and i 
is an I-tuple of 1’s. 
Proof. Let uk(N) be as defined in the proof of Lemma 4.8. The words 
are N(~.~,, ._., ma, 1)-equivalent but not N(~+I, 1, . .. . 1.2~. 1+quivalent, where ( 1, . . ,I, Z&l 1 
is of length k + 1. Now, we use Pattern 4.1 to build 
The words defined above are -caSm,m ,,,,_, mk, ,)-equivalent but are not -(i,m+r, 1 ,,,,.,, 2,2, 1 ,- 
equivalent, where ( 1,. . . , 1,2,2,1) is of length k + 1, A? is any I-tuple of positive 
integers, and i is an l-tuple of 1’s. 0 
The following lemma generalizes Lemma 4.9. 
Lemma 4.10. Let (A)32 and k’> 1. Let s1 ,. . .,sp be nonnegative integers and let 
k 3 k’ + 2 + & s;. Let r1 , . . . , rk’ be positive integers satisfying 
l q>r,_l +si_l +2 for 2&i<k’; 
l rk’=k-Sk’-2. 
Then N(ti.m, . . . . mk IJ~ , 1 “ci,d, ___ Nkr.2 2 1)~ where ,3 31 
. fi*=(dff(m I,..., m,,)+ l,l,..., l), where (l,..., 1) is of length sl; 
0 Ni = (JV(nl r,_,+s,_,+2 ,..., m,,) + l,l,..., 1) where (l,..., 1) is of length si, for 
2di$k’. 
Here A?l is any I-tuple of positive integers and i is an I-tuple of 1’s. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.4 but uses Lemma 4.7 to get the 
words to start with. 0 
Lemma 4.11. If IAl 32, then -(m,n,l)e ~(1.~~1.1). 
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Proof. The words 
where e=2n - 1 are w(~.~. I,-equivalent but are not -( ,.n+l, I,-equivalent. cl 
The following lemma generalizes Lemma 4.11. 
Lemma 4.12. V IAlaL then -(m.m ,.... ma.~)e -(I..I (m ,_.., mk)+~,~) 
Proof. The words 
where e=. l‘(ml,. .,mk, l)-2 are -( m nl ,,.._, ,,.l~Walent but are not ~1.. ~~~~~ .,.., mi )+I. I )- 
equivalent. fl 
Lemma 4.13. Ij’ IAl 32, then -(M,~.~,,) $L ~(f,~,~+ ,.,,, where M is any I-tuple of’ 
positive integers and 1 is an l-tuple of 1 ‘s. 
Proof. We use Pattern 4.1 to build 
where e = 2n - 1 and 122. In a way similar to the proof of Lemma 4.1, we can 
show that the words U/(N) and U/(N) are --(M.,,,,,,-equivalent but are not ~~i,~,~+,,,)- 
equivalent where A? is any I-tuple of positive integers and i is an I-tuple of 
1’s. L1 
The following lemma generalizes Lemma 4.13. 
Lemma 4.14. Let IA/>2 and k’31. Let SI ,..., S~J he nonnegative integers und let 
k3k’ + 1 + CfL, Si. Let ro=-1 and let r 1, . . , I’k’ be positive integers sutisjjving 
l ri>,ri_I +~,+2jOr l<ibk’- 1; 
0 rk’=k>rk’-, +skf +3. 
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Then yn,. . . . . 4, 1) iz-- (N1,...,ti;,,,l), where 
0 Ni=(l,..., 1, Jl/‘(m,._,+S,+2,. . . , m, ) + l), where (1,. . , 1) is of length si, for 1 ,< i < 
k’- 1; 
l fik/=(l,..., 1,2,~,(‘(m,,,_,+,,,+3 ,..., m,,)+ l), where (l,..., 1) is oflength Sk’. 
Proof. First. let us consider the case k’= 1. We use Pattern 4.1 to build 
where e=,A”(m,,+2,. . . , mk, l)-2 and 132. The words u,,(N) and u,,(N) are N(,,,~ ,.,,, mk, t)- 
equivalent but are not No,,,,)-equivalent. The case k’ > 1 is similar to the case k’ > 1 
of the proof of Lemma 4.6. 0 
Lemma 4.15. If IAl 3 2, then ym, I 1 $L -(I,z, 1). 
Proof. The words 
((u~)~a(u~)~~(u~)~)~, 
((ub)Nu(ub)Nb(ub)N)Nu(ub)N, 
are -cm. 1 )-equivalent but are not ~(1.~1 )-equivalent. q 
The following lemma generalizes Lemma 4.15. 
Lemma 4.16. If IAl 22, then -(m.n,l) SE ym+1.2,1)~ 
Proof. The words 
are y~~_r,~, I)-equivalent but are not -(2m,~, 1 ,-equivalent. 
The words 
( uvbb)Nubb( uvbb)N, 
(uvbb)Nvbb(uvbb)N, 
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where 
are ~(2. , n I j-equivalent but are not -(3.2,1 )-equivalent. 
In [8], it was shown that if m 22, the words 
(M’, . . W’?,_, )“, 
(w, .W~m_,)Nw&v, . . AtQm__Iy: 
where 
M’o=(abC)NU’V(Cu’bu)m_2U’(abc)‘Y, 
\V] =(abc)Nu’bo(cc’bv)‘-Zu’(~~~)N, 
MQ =(abC)NII’I((CZ”bC)m_2Ul(abC)IV, 
lt’2j+3 =(UbC)Nu’L~(cU’bU)‘Cu’b~(Ct~‘~L~)~-3-i~’(abc~~ for 0 < i < m - 3, 
129j+4 =(abc)Nu’ll(cu’bu)‘ctl’bu(cl~‘~~)~-3-’u’(u~~)N for 0 < i < m - 3, 
Wlm-_l =(ubc)Nu’u(cLQ7L~)“-2cu’(ubc)N, 
and where u=(u~)~(cu)~, ~=(ub)~u(cu)~, u’=(u~)~(ba)~, and ~‘=(ac)“u(bu)~ are 
-(~~~,,~)-equivalent bu not -(Zrn+l. I ,-equivalent. 
We just replace 
a by (u~)~u(u~)~, 
b by (ub)“&~b)~~, 
c by (ub)“uu(ub)“. 
to get words that are N (zrn+ 1 )-equivalent but not -(lmi1.2. I j-equivalent. 0 
The following lemma generalizes Lemma 4.16. 
Lemma 4.17. Zf jA)>2, then -(G.~,~,~) g ~(i.~+, 2 ,), where A? is any I-tuple oj 
positive integers and i is an I-tuple of 1 ‘s. ’ ’ 
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 4.16 using Pattern 4.1. Let A? be any I-tuple 
of positive integers and i be an I-tuple of 1’s. We use Pattern 4.1 to build 
u&v)=(ubb)N, 
uo(N)=(tlbb)Nubb(trbb)N, 
ztl(N)=(2;,_*(N)b)N. 
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where 
The words u!(N) and vr(N) are r”(~,2m_l,n,,)-equivalent but are not Nti,2m,2,,I-equivalent. 
We use Pattern 4.1 to build 
where 
The words ul(N) and v/(N) are ~~a,~,~, l )-equivalent but not -(i,s,l, I ,-equivalent. 
For m 3 2, we use Pattern 4.1 to build 
NI@‘)=(w . . . ~2,w-l IN, 
uO(N)=(wl . ..w~.,_~)%v&v~ . . . w~,+~)~, 
u~(N)=(m(N)bb>~, 
where 122 and the wi’s are as in the proof of Lemma 4.16 to make uo(N) and 
Q(N) N(~,,,+, j-equivalent but not -(2m+1,2, 1 )-equivalent. The words u/(N), v/(N) are 
~(a 2,,, n ,)-equivalent but not ~~i.~,,~+~ 2 ,)-equivalent. D , ,% 1 , 
The following lemma generalizes Lemma 4.17. 
Lemma 4.18. Let JAI>2 and k’>l. Ler st ,..., Sk’ be nonnegative integers and let 
k>k’+ 1 +J$lsi. Let ~1 , . . . , rk’ be positive integers satisfying 
l Y13Sl f 1; 
l ri>ri__l +s;+~~oY 2<i<k’; 
. rk,=k - 1. 
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Then ym I...., mi. I ) e-- (N I....,. 4,,,2.1)~ where 
. N,=(l...., l,.l’(m,,+r ,..., RI,,)+ 1). where (I,.... 1) is qf’length sl; 
0 N,=(l,.... 1,. (‘(m r,_,+s,+l ,..., m,)+l),rrhere(l,..., l)isc!f’lengths,.Jor2~ieX-‘. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.6 but uses Lemma 4.17 to get 
the words to start with. 0 
Lemma 4.19. !f’ IAl 32, then N(~.~,,~~. I ) TL -(nl+~.m2+~. I ). 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.16. The words 
where e =2m2 .- 1 are -(2m_r,m,.mZ.r ,-equivalent but are not ‘u(2m.m2s~,,,-equivalent. 
The words 
N (wbb )N ubb(uvbb) , 
( wbb)Ncbb( uvbb)“, 
where 
and where e=2ml - 1 are -,2.m,,mZ,r,-equivalent but are not ~(3.~~+r.r,-equivalent. 
For m >2, replace (in the words in the proof of Lemma 4.16 that are -C,m.,Zj- 
equivalent but not -(Im+r, 1 )-equivalent) 
a by (u’b’)Nu(ueb’)N, 
b by (ueb’)Nb(uebe)N, 
c by (ueb’)Nuu(ueb’)N, 
where e= 2m7 - 1 to get words that are YZ~.~,.~~. I +Wvalent but not y~mi~,m~+~, I I- 
equivalent. Cl 
The following lemma generalizes Lemma 4.19. 
Lemma 4.20. rf’ IAl 22, then -c~,m.m,,ml,lj e -ti,nr+l,mJ+l ,I,, where A? is uny I-tuple 
qf’positive integers and i is an I-tuple of 1 ‘s. 
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Proof. The result follows from Lemma 4.19 using Pattern 4.1. The proof imitates the 
proof of Lemma 4.17. q 
The following lemma generalizes Lemma 4.20. 
Lemma 4.21. Let IAl 32 and k’ 32. Let slit = 0 and let ~1,. , ,skl__l be nonnegative 
intew”s and let k>k’ + c:L, Si. Let t-0 = -1 and let rl,. . ,rkf be positive integers 
satisfiing 
l ri>ri_1 +si+2 for l<i<k’; 
l rk,=k. 
Then -(ml . . . . . VI,.II~ -(N ,,.,,, v,,,I), where Ni=(l,...,l,Jl/‘(m,~_,+,+2,...,mr,)+l), where 
(l,..., 1) is of length si, for 1~ i < k’. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.6 but uses Lemma 4.19 to get 
the words to start with. Cl 
5. Inclusion relations between the reduced complete class of the congruences NC 
In view of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we restrict our attention to the reduced complete 
class of the congruences -e. They are all of the form “cm) or -(c,J) with some 
restrictions on rii according to the number of letters in the alphabet under consideration, 
In this section, we give all the inclusion relations between them. Several applications 
appear in the following section. 
Relation 5.1. We have w(,,,) C -(,,) if and only if m 3 n. 
Proof. The result follows from Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5. 0 
Relation 5.2. We have -cm ,,,_., mk, I) C -fin) if and only if m < JImI,. . , mk, 1). 
Proof. The result follows from Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5. q 
Relation 5.3. rf’ IAl 22, then -cm) $2 wcrn ,,.,., mx.~). 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that -cm) g -(I, 1) since by Lemma 2.5, 
“(m ,...., rnk,l) - C- (.t-(ml,..., rq).l) c N(l.1) . 
But the words (ab)m and (ab)“a are “cm)- equivalent but are not --(I,J)-equivalent 
(here a and b are two distinct letters in A). 0 
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Now, we look for necessary and sufficient conditions for -(ml., _,mA. 1, C -,n ,,,,,_ ni,, 1,. 
We consider the following three cases: 
l k<k’; 
. k=k’: 
l k > k’. 
Relation 5.4. U’IAl>2 a&k < k’, then wtrn ,,.,.. mi,l)e wtn ,..._, n ,.~). 
Proof. The result follows from Lemmas 4.1, 4.7 and 4.15. 3 
Relation 5.5. Let IAl 32. We have yrn ,,,,,,, ni,ll g N trl ,,..., nr. I ) If and 04~ LY m, 3 n, .fi)r 
1 <idk. 
Proof. If m, >,n, for 1 d id k, then -cm ,,,,,, 1?2ii, 1) C ktn ,,..., ni. I ) by Lemma 2.5. Con- 
verW3 assume that yrn ,._... mi, I ) C yn ,,.. pIA. I ). Then by Lemma 2.4, we can con- 
clude that I’(ml....,ml,,1)3,l’(nl,...,nli,l) and hence we can conclude that (ml + 
l)...(mk + l)>(nr + l)...(nk + 1). The result follows if k=l. Let us examine the 
following cases for k > 1. 
Case 1: ml < nl. 
If ml < ~1, we get a contradiction with Lemma 4.16 if k=2, and with Lemma 4.2 
or Lemma 4.8 if k > 2. 
Cu~r2:m,>n,for I<i<j<kandm,i<n,. 
We have the following subcases. 
. ,j=k. 
In this situation, we get contradictions with Lemmas 4.5, 4.11 or 4.13. 
. j=k - 1. 
In this situation, we get a contradiction with Lemma 4.17. 
l j<k-2. 
In this situation, we get a contradiction with either Lemma 4.3 or Lemma 4.9. I? 
Relation 5.6. Let (Al 32 and k > k’. We have yrn ,,..., , 21, I) 2 -(,, ,,..,_ ,r,, , ) if ml onI)% 
{f‘ therr c1Pe 0 = j0 < j, < . . . < j&l < jkl = k SUCh hZt i’li < f“(m,,_,+l,. . . m,, ) ,fiW 
1 6 i < k’. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on k’. The result is true for k’= 1 by Lemmas 2.4 
and 2.5. Assume that the statement is true for k’. We show that it is true for k’ + 1. 
If there are O=ja < jl < ... < j,f < jkl+r = k such that ni <. +‘(m,,_,+l.. ,m;, ) for 
1 G i d k’ + 1, then ynl ,,.... mi. I ) 2 “(n, . . . . . nirT,. 1) by Lemma 2.5. Conversely, we show 
the contrapositive: if it is not true that there are 0 = j, < j, < f < j,, < ,jLJ +, = k 
such that n,6. l‘(mj,_,+r,...,nrj,) for 1 fi<k’ + 1, then -cm I...., mi, I) e- (n,.....rril .,.I 1. 
We can write the assumption of the contrapositive as a conjunction of disjunctions in 
the following manner: 
(&kc V &-p) A (AL_X-‘-l V &_k’-1) A.. . A (Al v B2) A (AI v BI 1, 
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where Ai stands for nr > ,4’(ml,. . . , mi) and Bi stands for N(~,+ ,I.... mk. 1) e NC,,: ..,,, nk,+,, 1) 
for 1 < i < k - k’ (here we use our inductive hypothesis). The latter can be written 
as 
Ak-kf V(Ak-k’-, ABk-k’)V(Ak-k’-~/\Bk-_k’_,)V...V(A, AB2)vBl. 
In general, for k’3 1 and IAl 33, if we can show all the following k-k’+ 1 statements, 
we are done. 
l N(ml ._.., mr, 1) $L “(. l(m, ,..., m,_,t)+l. l,.... 1,2.1) where (l,..., 1) is of length k’ - 1; 
l If no >,,f’(mi,...,mi) and -cm,+: ,.... mk.l) e wcf12 ,.... nk,+,,~), then wtrn ,,._., mk.i) C 
-cn ,,,... nk,+,.~), for every 16i6k -k’- 1; 
l If ym2 ,..., ma.~)E ynr ,..., nlf+,,l), then yrnl ,..., ml.~)!Z -(I.~~ .. . . . nk,_,.~). 
In particular, for k’= 1 and lA( 23, if we can show all the following k statements, 
we are done. 
-@I I..... m,,1,e “(.V(m ,,..., mi&,)+l,?,l); 
N~ml ,..., ~.l)e -(.+xm ,..... m,)+~..t~(m,+z ,.._, ~)+l,l) for every 1 didk - 2; 
“(ml .. . . . rni.1) s?i yl,_l’(mZ .._,. rnk)fl,l). 
For k’=2 and /A/ 33, if we can show all the following statements, we are done. 
-(m I,..., rni.1) e “(.l+I I,..., mi_z)+1,1,2.1); 
For every l<i<k-3, 
- -(ml . . . . . mk.l)e “(.t’(m~ . . . . . m,)+l..l’(m,+~ ,..,, r~-,)+1.2,1); 
- -(ml . . . . . mk,l)e -(.+-cm ,,.._ m,)+~,.txm,+? . . . . . m,)+~,.~‘(m,,L ,,,., mk)+~,~), for every i+26jdk- 
2; 
- “(ml ,..., m,,1,e Y.l’(rnl/..., m,)+l,l,.l’(m,+j ,._,( mt)+l,l); 
- ym I,..., mr,l)e -(1,.1-(mz ,..,( miL,)+l.2,1); 
- ym I...., rna.1) e- (l..um2 . . . . . m,)+l,.t~(m,+l , ..,mi)+~,~), for every 26jdk - 2; 
- -(ml ,..., m,.1,e -(l,l._l-(mj /..., mL)+l,l). 
Continuing in this manner, it is seen that for k’> 1 and IAl 33, the statements 
follow from Lemmas 4.4 and 4.6. For k’> 1 and (A( 22, similar statements follow 
from Lemmas 4.10, 4.12, 4.14, 4.18 and 4.21. q 
6. Applications 
We now discuss several applications of the inclusion relations of Section 5. We 
divide the applications into three groups: hierarchy results, decidability results and 
results on equations. 
6. I. Hierarchy results 
This subsection gives results related to some special cases of the tree hierarchies 
introduced by Pin [22]. 
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We denote by .7 the set of trees over the alphabet {a,~?}. The words in .Y are 
obtained as follows: starting from the root of a given tree. we encode CI for going 
down and C for going up. For instance, the tree 
is encoded by the word 
_ _ _- 
uaaaaaaaaa&7a~a&Zi. 
Each tree t factors uniquely into t=at,ZatzG.. at,& where II >,O and the t,‘s are trees. 
Let t=uavh be a factorization of a given tree t. The occurrences of a and Lc defined 
by this factorization are said to be related if I’ is a tree. The tree t is said to be 
extracted from the tree t’ if t is obtained from t’ by removing in t’ a certain number 
of related occurrences of a and a. 
Let A be a finite alphabet. The set {@,A*} is associated to the tree reduced to a point, 
Then to the tree t =at&ztlZ.. . at,ii is associated the boolean algebra A” Y ‘( generated 
by languages of the form LjOurI,iIu~...uJi~ where OGia < ... < i,<n, ul,...,u, E A, 
and Li,, . . , L,, E A* Y “,, The union ‘I ‘I = U,4 A*Y ‘r is a *-variety of languages. Pin 
[22] showed that if t is extracted from t’, then Y ‘, C S $. Let 5’ denote the set of trees 
in which each node is of arity different from 1. Pin [22] conjectured that if t, t’ E .8’. 
f ‘! C_ Y ‘p if and only if t is extracted from t’. In [9], Pin’s conjecture was shown to 
be false in general. 
Let +I = (ml,..., mk). By induction on k, we define a tree tti as follows: q,,,, , 1-7 
(UC) mc’l and t(,,,m ,...,. mi)=(qm ,..... mn)4 w1 It is easy to see that the number of leaves 
of the tree tm is .4 ‘rii + 1. The *-variety $ ‘Ini turns out to be the *-variety of languages 
that are unions of classes of ~,s (details appear in 191). 
Application 6.1. Let Y-” denote the set of the trees tti, tvhere #I belongs to the 
reduced corrlplete class of the congruences ~fi (7” is u proper subset qf’ .X/I ). Pin’s 
conjecture ,ftir F” is true. 
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Proof. Pin’s conjecture for Y” IS equivalent to the conjunction of the following 
statements. 
l -(m) C -cn) if and only if fCn) is extracted from tCm); 
. -@?I ,.... rnl.1) c “Cm) if and only if tfM) is extracted from t(m,,...,,,k.l); 
l t(m,,...,mi, 1) is not extracted from t(,); 
l Lf k < k’, then ten ,,.,,, nl,, 1) is not extracted from tCm ,.,._, mk. I ); 
l If k 3k’, then ym ,,.,.. mi, I) C yn ,,.._. n,,. 1) if and only if ten ,,,,.. nk,, 1 J is extracted from 
tCml....,mi, 1 ). 
The result follows from Relations 5.1-5.6. 0 
If T 2 f, then VT denotes the smallest *-variety of languages containing the *- 
varieties, +*f where t E T. Let Yy,,, denote the singleton set {ttM)}, and for k> 1, let 
r// k+2,m denote the set of the trees, te in Y”, where rii = (m, ml,. . , mk, 1) for some 
ml,..., mk. It turns out that Y‘,s;;, = $“‘I,~, and for k 3 1, 9 ‘,T;:* ,,, = ‘$ ‘k+2,m. Are the 
hierarchies A* $-,F;;, , A* ?“,r~ ,,z’“” and A* Yrs;:,, , , A* %‘“,F;L~,~, . infinite? 
Application 6.2. Zf IAl 22 and k = 1 or k>3, then A* 3’,pm c A*YA.F;;n,l, (here c 
denotes strict inclusion). 
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 2.4 and Relation 5. 
6.2. Decidability results 
A monoid variety W is decidable if there is an algorithm that enables us to test if 
a finite monoid is or is not in W. The problem is to find out if the varieties vk and 
Pk.,, are decidable. We show that we can decide if a quotient of the form A*/N(~) or 
A*/ -(c, 1) is or is not in Vk. Then, we answer a similar question for the varieties Vk,,,, 
where k#2. 
Application 6.3. The dot-depth (abbreviated dd) of all the quotients in the reduced 
complete class of generators for Straubing’s hierarchy is computable. 
1. dd(A*/-(,,)= 1; 
2. d&4*/-(,, ,_... mi,t))=k + 1. &ere A*/N(~ ,,..., ma.~) is in the reduced complete class 
of generators for vk+l, for euery k > 1. 
Proof. For example, if (Al =2, k 3 3, mk-_I, mk > 1, then 
“(ml ,...I rnk,l) c “(I. . . . . 1.2,2,1) 
where (I,..., 1,2,2,1) is of length k + 1. Hence by Relation 5.4, the dot-depth of the 
quotient A”1 N(~~....,~~. I) is 3 k + 1. It is obviously d k + 1, and hence the result follows. 
We now refine the preceding result. By Lemma 2.4, A*/--(,)E VI,, \ Vl.+l. Now, 
let k 3 1 and let A*/--(,.I) be of dot-depth k + 2 (that is, by Application 6.3, rii is of 
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length k + 1 and is in the reduced class of the congruences NE). The (k +2)-dot-depth 
of A* / -(,g. 1) is defined as the smallest nz for which A*,’ -Cm. I )E Vkc~.m. 
Application 6.4. The (k + 2)-dot-depth (abbreviated (k + 2)dd) of all the quotients 
in the reduced complete class of generators for V~_Z,~, is conzputable, and 
(k + 2bW4*/‘--,,.m /..... nrr.1,)=~ 
for every k3 1. 
Proof. The result follows from Relation 5.5. 
6.3. Results on equutions 
The problem of finding equations satisfied in the monoid variety vk and the monoid 
varieties vk .m, problem related to the decidability of Vk and the varieties Vk,,,, is the 
subject of this subsection. 
Let A be an alphabet (not necessarily finite). Let U, ~1 E A*. A monoid M satisfies 
the equation II = 21 if and only if ~‘p = LIP for all morphisms cp : A* 4 M. One can 
show that the class of monoids A4 satisfying the equation u = L’ is a monoid variety. 
Let us denote it by W(u,tl). 
Let u( N ), L:(N ) where N > 0 be sequences of words in A*. Consider the following 
monoid variety: W=Un,OnN~n W(U(N).L’(N)). 
We say that W is ultimately defined by the equations u(N) = l!(N) (N > 0): this 
corresponds to the fact that a monoid A4 is in W if and only if A4 satisfies the equations 
u( N ) = P(N ) for all N sufficiently large. 
The equational approach to varieties is discussed in Eilenberg [13]. Eilenberg showed 
that every monoid variety is ultimately defined by a sequence of equations. For exam- 
ple, the monoid variety A of aperiodic monoids is ultimately defined by the equations 
.Yy”=Xn+ (72 > 0). 
Application 6.5. 
l For k > 2, eoery nzonoid in Vk satisfies u(N) = z(N) for a// sufJicient/jl hnye N. 
H,here u(N) and v(N) denote the ,t,ords in Lenwnus 4.1-4.21 that are .sho,ln to be 
ham,._ ..nlr _ , I evil:ulent. 
l For k >, 3, m 3 1. etlery rnonoid in Vk,, satisfies u(N) = U(N) for all st&icientl?~ lurae 
N. nlhere u(N) and v(N) denote the u>ords in Letnrnus 4.1 to 4.21 that ure .sho\vn 
to he -(nI.m ,..... mk_l. I pWf)al~lzt. 
Proof. It is seen, using say Lemma 4.1, that monoids in vk satisfy u&r (N ) = 1’~ 1 (N ) 
for all sufficiently large N. This comes from the fact that if M E Vk, then M divides 
A*/ym ,...., ,+,,I) for some (ml, . . . . m&I) and some A. Since A*/-(, ,__,,. mi_,,l, satisfies 
un_-,(N)=r-,(N) for all N3_,l,“(ml,...,mk-1,1), M satisfies ux__,(N)=vn_,(N) for 
all N >, 1 ‘(ml,. . , m&1,1 ). The other statements follow similarly. c1 
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